
CHAPTER 6

Policy Harmonization

A. Introduction
This final substantive chapter of our report deals with the enduring concerns relating to policy 
... , , . .• _ rn mir 1986 Report, the emphasis on harmonization related almostcoordination and harm,on‘zra“"ij‘"i°0“Lfederal provincial and interprovincial. These domestic 

exclusively to internal harmonisabon^^^ lndeedi the Committee „iews its ,ater
armomzation concerns re become truly national to be among the most important

proposals for ensuring that markets oecumc
recommendations of the report.

fr dayn s free trade and the prospects in 1992 of a single European 
However, the a ven • concerns embrace international aspects as well. Thus, the chapter 

mar et require that armoniz ing 0f these international harmonization concerns, namely the
bJ™w1,th a f°CUS,°nthcCrnadian financial sector by the so-called American "in-house" or corporate 
P ntial inroads into detailed assessment of the AMEX issue. The section on
anks. This is followe y concludes with some potential implications arising from Europe

international harmonization concerns
1992.

B. International Harmonization

Foreign Bank Entry into Canada

• The U.S. In-House Banks

rvu n J- Pbni^rs’ Association forwarded a copy of its recent report, The Right to Compete, 
tn ., ^he Cafnfadia" rpnort documents the financial services activities of four U.S. firms (GE, Ford, 
GMhe Committee. The » P American Express. Like AMEX, these firms are major players in retail
financtl markerst the USA and, in many instances, are already active within certain segments of

the Canadian financial services market.

h c 5 in Appendix C, reproduced from the CBA document, depict the 
Charts C.l throug corporations, including the extent of their Canadian activities

corporate structure of these L.b <mp^ Electric (Chart C.l) probably has the most
enoted by Canadian ag. ,g Qne of the leaders in the leasing area. Ford Motor Company

?CXthr;Vr 9?an>dhatsationwide Financial Corporation is now the second largest U.S. thrift 
company with'ï S $35 billion in assets and 330 branches m 15 states. It too has a substantial 
Canadian presence with operations in the areas ofleasmg, insurance and consumer loans.

Ch C 8 d tails the holdings of General Motors and, of more interest, GMAC, including its 
Vhart L.d e - . in Canada. GMAC is the largest automotive financier in Canada

with neadv 500 000 vehicles with loans and over 200,000 vehicles on lease. Chart C.4 presents the
o \ Canadian activities are substantial, ranging from retail operations tobears structure, bears cciiwuiu.
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